	
  

Other Services

What Should I Expect?
A neuropsychological evaluation
consists of an interview about history
and background. Testing involves
paper and pencil, hands on activities,
answering questions and computerized
tests. Many neuropsychologist employ
trained examiners, technicians, or
doctoral students to assist with the
administration and scoring of the tests.
The time required for the testing
depends on the problems or referral
questions. Often the tests may take
anywhere from 2-6 hours which may
vary on the processing of information.
Some tests may be relatively easy and
others more challenging, however,
motivation and effort will provide a
more accurate representation of the
current issue.
It is important to bring glasses, hearing
aids, list of medications, medical or
school records, a snack as well as a
good nights rest the night before.
The overall testing most individuals
find interesting, and the detailed
information that is collected will
contribute to the individuals care.

Psychological testing
Intellectual testing
Personality Testing
Psycho-educational/
Academic Testing
• Adaptive Evaluation
• Individual Psychotherapy
(English or Spanish)
• Cognitive rehabilitation
•
•
•
•

Contact Information
Location
950 S. Pine Island Rd, Ste. A-150
Plantation, Fl 33324
Email: neuro@dranasantana.com
Phone: 954-895-0409
Fax: 954-206-0121
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Why are Individuals referred for
Neuropsychological Assessments?

	
  

What is Neuropsychology?

Neuropsychological evaluations are requested
by a doctor, teacher, psychologist, or other
professionals. Testing is recommended when
there are symptoms, complaints, changes, or
problems such as:
Difficulty in memory, thinking, attention,
organization, or coordination
• Individuals with a disease or developmental
issue that affects the brain
• A brain injury from an accident, trauma or
central nervous system dysfunction (i.e. stroke,
traumatic brain injury, tumor, dementia)
The issues or changes may result from medical,
neurological, psychological or genetic cause.
The neuropsychological evaluation can prove
useful in understanding the specific situation.
•

Neuropsychology is a subspecialty of clinical psychology
that specializes in treatment
and evaluation of individuals
with brain injury or disease.
A clinical neuropsychologist is
a licensed psychologist with
expertise in brain-behavior
relationships associated with
the structure and function of the
brain.
Formal testing can identify
abilities such as memory and
language skills related to brain
areas. The neuropsychologist
conducts the evaluation,
interprets the test results,
provides a diagnosis and
recommendations.
Cognitive rehabilitation,
behavior management, and
psychotherapy may also
provided.

What Is Assessed?
A typical neuropsychological evaluation will
involve assessment of the following areas:
General Intellect
Attention and concentration
Language
Learning and Memory
Visuo-spatial/Constructional skills
Executive Functioning (e.g. sequencing,
problem solving, organization, flexibility)
• Motor abilities
• Personality/Emotional/Behavioral
• Academic Achievement
Testing may be conducted in English & Spanish
•
•
•
•
•
•

	
  

What Will The Results Tell Me?
Testing results can benefit and be useful in a
number of ways:
v Testing can offer a measure of the
cognitive strength and weaknesses and
determine the brain changes or injury.
v Testing can explain academic problems,
attention deficits as well as detect
neurological problems or medical
problems such as ADHD, mood disorder,
cognitive decline (dementia).
v Testing can also provide the extent and
quality of cognitive, emotional, or motor
dysfunction. The neuropsychologist may
work in collaboration with the physician
and medical records for a diagnosis.
v Testing can provide potential course of
recovery, calculate an estimated baseline
(premorbid ability) level of functioning,
formulate a diagnosis and determine a
specific area of deficit.
v The evaluation can also offer and
facilitate educational, vocational,
rehabilitational and treatment planning as
well as psychotherapeutic intervention.
v Results can assist in planning treatments
to best utilize the strengths to compensate
for limitations while strategies are
provided to improve target weaknesses.
v Lastly, the results provides a better

understanding of interventions for the
individuals mental well-being socially, at
home and community reintegration (e.g.,
managing money, returning to work)

